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• .I ABSTRACT 
The Positive beneficial effects of warm prestress1ng 
have ·~been demonstrated in a number of laboratory tests and 
in prlno1ple, should_have considerable. value in enhancing 
the fracture capability of pressure vessels. However, 
there is some indication that the beneficial effects may be 
lost under actual vessel operational conditions, such e.s 
. . 
. 
with prolonged thermal exposure. During the warm pr.a.stress-
ing (overstressing) process plastic strains occur at regions 
in.the vessel where high stress concentrations exist. When 
·the material is subsequently exposed to elevated operating 
. 
. 
temperature, these regions become embrittled.by the process 
·of strain· ag·i_ng. This embri ttl.ement may be enough to·. . . . 
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The results of the Charpy impact and tensioq test 
data indicated that strain aging embrittlement ooours in 
A516 grade 70 steel and A533B steel but is more severe for 
the A516 grade 70 than for the A533B. For both steels, 
repeated straining and aging treatments were noted to be 
more severe than singl~ cycle strain age treatments. 
Different aging temperatures showed that 4QQOp had lesser· 
.. 
effects on the A516 grade 70 steel than did soo°F and 650°F. 
For the A533B steel aging at 400°F indicated negligible 
response; .while 500°F ~nd 650oF produced more embrittlement. · 
The stress relief treatment for both steels improved the~ , 
Charpy impact properties. 
The fracture to~ghness data for uniformly prestrained 
steels_ showed a· .. moderate decreasing trend in· K10 for spec1·-. . \ . 
. mens th·r;it had been strained and ·aged. Specimens stra.ined ·--,~ ·· 
at a fatigue. cracked notch were. increased in ·toughness by. •. -· , ., • _1_1 •. . . ' . . - ··' ---- -· - " - .... . . - - 't ,- ..:. . . - . . 
t.he · s.tr·a1n but -the benefits of this. prestre~:s1n~ were de-
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strain more than damaged by aging. Finally, both uniform 
and notch prestra1n studies 1nd1oated that stress relief 
treatments, following straining and aging treatments, 
substantially decreased the K10 for both steels 1n the 
repion immediately beneath the notch. 
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The main body of thia 1nveat1gat1on concerns the 
strain aging enibrittlement of pressure· vessel steels as a 
result of· overs tressing .. techniques followed by prolonged 
thermal. ·exposure. S1noe .one of the primary requirements of 
press~re vessel operation is the prev~ntion of unexpected 
catastrophic failure, vessels are carefully designed, fab-
. 
. 
ricated,··an~ nondestructively tested. Also, aft.er the 
vessel has been fabricated, it is required to undergo a 
pro'of test. This test usual~y consists of ,hydrostatic, 
pressurization to li25 times, the design pressure, as speci-
fied by Section I·II of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engine:ering (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code •. The 
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strain aging, and 1t could lead to a sudden oatastroph1o 
fracture. 
Pressure vessel failures 1n,the past have been both 
costly and dangerous. In an effort to reduce the risk or 
su.oh catastrophic fractures in future vessels, both the 
Pressure Vessel Research Committee (PVRC) and the United 
. 
. 
' States Atom1o Energy Commission (USAEC) have sponsored 
extensive research programs concerning all aspeota of 
vessel design, fabrication, inspection, and operation. 
\;i:'f1s thesis study. was sponsored by the PVRC and is pert-
; •:',' . 
inent to the safe operation~of all pressure vessels 
ranging from those that are used for 'oil oraokers' in re-
fineries to those used for reactors in nuclear power 
P.~_9:nts ,. ~~-c~t ____ ~,t_J>mtc_~-:ubma_ri.ne_s_. ______ The-.-0b'jeot1ve of · this -~----'-----~----- ----· -~ '· -
\ 
projec;,t-was to evaluate the ·effect of different strain 
.•.. , levels and di~ferent straining. and _aging cycles on. the 
. 
- ··"··strength, ductility, and totighnes~ ot· pre.ssure v~ssel ,, ' ·------'-------- --- -.-.. --------·· - - -·--·· -·-'-·- -- ------=-. --- ---·- --- ·--- -- -· -- --- -.. 
' . 
-
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st·eels •. · 
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·vessel before service, and it has also been recommended 
that a vessel be proof tested at intervals during its 
·· service life. Although warm prestressing and proof test-
.i~ are similar insofar as executional features are con-
oerned, the basic effect utilized and the end result de-
sired are quite different. 
In Dr. Yukawa•s recent paper, he defines warm pre-
s tree sing as,-
.. 
a procedure of subjecting the vessel to a 
preload or prestress under conditions where 
its fracture resistance is inherently high 
tor the purpose of increasing the fracture 
resistance under subsequent conditions 
where:the fracture resistance would other-
wise be low. More specifically the pro-
cedure.usllally involves prestressing at 
some higher tE!mperature to improve the 
fracture resistance at a lower temperature • 
He define~ proot~esting as, 
• L 
a p!ro.cedure of subjecting the vessel to a . 
· .stress leVel higher than the design· or opera-
ting conditions for·· the pl;lrpose of ascertain~ 
ing the lower bound of the ultimate fracture . 
·..:...c__~----· -----·-- ---- - --- -~--~---
capacity. Alternatively, the purpose may be 
•··· "L. 
( -~ .. 
sta:ted as ascer~aining the absence of a r1.a.,.,----------
larger than ·a certain c.alcnlated s..ize-~- ···------------.- ~-------------_ ----1'-------=-----------__;____----,--------------=~ 
- -- -- - -,- -- -- - - - - - -~-- -- - -·-- -.·- ·:· ---:--
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· used in pressure vess·ele, the .. general trenda shown in Fig. l 
have been established by a large amount of experimental 
studies. 
The theory of warm prestressing assumes the existence of 
a "large" flaw. As ehown in Fig. 1, the fracture strength 
associated wi·th th1e large flaw is relatively low at some 
specific low te~pe~a ture, Ti. Th~ objective of. warm pre- -
stressing is to produce an increase of this low fracture 
s-trength by subjeoting the- structure to stress CT2 at temp-
erature T2 or higher. At the sa~e time care must be taken 
to perform the warm prestressing at conditions that ensure 
no possibility of fracture during the prestress1ng. The 
basic premise of this procedure is .that after an excursion 
to stress 0-2 at T2 or high~r, the structure containing the 
large s,.ize flaw can ideally withstand any applied stress 
~.- up· to·-cr2·at tempera:t·urt1 ·T1. ~ven if this··1d·ea1-amount ot · 
. . ·, ....,. i . • 
-~enhancement ·1s. not'- obtained,· --tiie--P-r~~lse · 1s th~t some_sub~ 
·,: -·. . . . . ~ . '. . 
L • 
- . 
stantial increase in ultimate fracture capability 
' . 
• I . 
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;..;, .. 
• 3. "blunting" the crack tip wh1,oh 
reduces ite sharpness or severity. l 
As far as proof testing is oonoerned Yukawa explains 
that this proo~dure involves subjecting the vessel to 
,. ' 
' ' ' stress level, <r2 , · (Fig.- 1) at some designated temperature 
such as Ti, .T2 or T3 • If the test is carried out at temp-
e.rature T1 and the vessel successfully withstands a stress 
level<T2 , the absence of a ~large" size flaw oa.n be in-
ferred. It does, however, leave open the possible exist-
.. 
ence of "medium" and "small".size flaws. If the proo.f 
testing to stress cr2 is done at temperatures T2 _or T3, the • 
. 
absence of even a l~rge flaw cannot be inferred. Also with 
·this latter situation no information could be obtained 
about the ability .to withstand stress q-11 .Jtt- temperature T1. 
' I, 
· 1 .. , . 0 
' 
' ' .:..: AnQther consideraJ;ion of proof te$ting is that the· proof · 
. 
- .. ~ 
. . 




• • I 
. ___ tions,~:-.necessar.ily involv:e .· a .. compromise -between being 
_J 
. sufficiently discriminatin~ .for flaws and avoiding actual 
.J, 
vessel fai],ur'e. 
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---- - --?or"~·waN prest-r~s1fing have--b.een aemon~trat:ed' in a number · 
of labo:rato.ry tests (See Fig. 33) and-in princ{ple, sbould 
• ' 
• 
' ii have c·ons iderable. value in .. enhancing·. the .. fra_e ture capabil-
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marginally small 1norementa or 1nformat1on. It should aleo 
be noted that proof testing if done at higher temperatures 
doea at the same time constitute a warm prestreas.··· Dr. 
Yukawa pointe out that another very important point con-
cerning both procedures is tha·t theil' effectiveness applies 
•, • I 
only·to the extent that the sense and pattern of stressing 
reproduces those ooourring 1n.operational·serv1oe. He notes 
that it is very diffioult by pressure alone to attain • 
stresses that match in· magnitude and sense all or the· ope:r-
ational stre~ses. 
~inally Dr. Yukawa s11mmar1zea the limitations of the 
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Strain Aging 
Ae mentioned before, the plast1o strain produced 
during: the overstre·asing techniques oombine·d with subse-
quent elevated the~al exposure can lead to strain aging 
embr1ttlement, particularly at the stress o·oncentra .. tion 
, locations in a ·vessel. This embrittlement is potentially 
dangerous_.sinoe such locations will always be at higher 
than working stress and could conceivably trigger a failure 
r • .. 
at. prea-sures below ;the· proof stress level, thus eliminating 
the beneficial effects of warm prestress1ng. 
Basically strain aging is an embrittling phenomenon 
that takes place after or du:r1ng plastic strain. Baird3 
explains that t_he case or aging after straining is the 
normal one and is referred to as "stat1·c strain aging." 
- .- ··;;r:. 
. . 
. . 
Where str-aining and aging are simultaneous, the term 
. .. 
. .. . 
·••.· 





st:ra.1n aging _on tpe terisile properties is. illustrated in· · ; 
.,_ 
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aging is the most universal 1nd1oat1on of etr,1n aging. 
There may also be an increase in U.T.S. and a deoreaae 1n 
elongation and reduction or area, but these do not always 
take place. The nomenclature used "here for these ohanges 
in tensile properties is shown 1n:F1g. 2. 
The effect of st~ain aging on impact properties has 
been examined by von Kockvitz.4,3 These changes include a 
r~se ·1n/trans1tion temperature throughout aging, and a de-
crease in Charpy shelf energies. 
Finally the effect of strain aging- ~n fra-cture tough-
-ness speci~ens that were we.rm prest·ressed, then aged, has 
been studied by Hawthorne and Loss. 5 These results show 
approximately a 23% loss of the prestresaingL. effect as a 
result of a 500 hour age at 5500 F. 
D Thus ,----.the- above studies (and there are many~ more3 in 
addit1Qn to this the~is) indicate oonolus1vely .. that strain 
_) 
. · ... aging· is·: .. an embri t~ling · phenomenon. At present,.strain 
_ag1-ng. 1s·--consid-ered to· be,~ due primarily -~o ·the· migr.at.ion ·or 
·' . 
carbon. and nitrogen atoms ·to_·dislocations and locking them. 
--------··--· .. -·-; - . 
. 
. Other elements are also 1mportant __ and_-Ba-1rd---Summa-r-1-z-~tt----;--. ---"<> I 
. ;.,.,, 
these into. tiwo- groups. 
. . 
. 
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strain aging. These elements can them-selves be divided into four categories. 
a. Elements whioh interact 
weakly or not at all with 
nitrogen and carbon - Cu, Ni,· Mn~. P. . 
b. Nitride formers - Al, S1, B. 
o. Carbide formers - Mo.· 
d. N1 tride and ·carbide formers -Cr, V, Nb, Ti. 
. ····-..:. _;.... ·=. 
Baird reports that basically the strain aging process 
consists of two parts. 
1. the formation of solute "atmospheres" around d1slooa t·1ons produced l;>y straining. (Cottrell-Bilby Equation) 
· 2. ·the formation of rod-like precipitate particles centered on the dislocation core. 
These two effects are then responsible for, the change. in 
tensile,. Charpy, .. and. fr~ctu~~. ti.<:>~gb..~ess· properties 'dis- -\. 
cussed, .. e~rlier. ·. · 
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vessels for service at temperatures up· to 650°F were se- -·· 
lected. The s t~.els. were . A51.6 .grade -~9 ( 2'' thick) and . 
~ .. -
. . A533 grade· B' (-'7 3/ 4''. thioltl. The la tt~.r material_· is ·b&~ng 
used in all nuclear reaotoi"s presentlY under oOnstrU~tion. 
Two•. condi.tions of' s:tra1n ·at '9-ifferent·;·l~ve1s· were· 
• ... ·.-,~~.tuared .. ror· '60th 'steey;. . Th; rt:rst:crindtttori was fl. . . _•;, . . '. ·. :· . __ . .. . ' , ..... ' ... ,• .-_._ _.·- '-.. . ; . . . .- . . . ' . ', . '' ... •, . ,' . ' .. ', : 
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uniform pre-strain condition and the second oond1t1on 
was a notch pre-strain cond1.t1on. 
The aging temperatures investigated for the uniform 
pre-strain oond1t1on were 400°F, soooF, and 650°F. For the 
notch pre-strain. condition only the 650°F agi~g tempe:i;aature 
~ ~ 
was studied. 
The treatments investigated were the as heat-treated 
condition (base condit.ion), the stra1nedc; .. cond1t1on .. {no age), 
the·strained and aged condition (1 ~ycle), three repeated 
cy~les of straining ·and·aging, and the strained and aged, 
oond1_t1ons (1 and 3 oyolee) followed by a stress relief' 
treatment at ll00°F. 1 
' The testing program· consisted of performing charpy, 
. 
tensile, and fracture tougp.ness tests on all the material 
as. heat treatedca.nd a~ strained_and aged •. A summary of ·the 
.,. __ ...... , .. 
. 
. . 
specific con~1·t·10-ns invest·igated and the tests.- performed . t' . . 
. ' 
. ' 
,.. ··-....-.:, ... ,.. ' 
,• 
····--·-·-. - ~-·- -····- ··;:' _,_ - ····-·-
- -------~--···- ····- ·.--·-·-.--···-"··-····--·--.----
. , -~~r~·:·:~etJio.wn _ in. · __ Ta ble,s- 2 , . 3 ,-... , and . 4~ 
. ~-· 
::,,0 . !· 
,• • I . 
';,,l 
\. ' ' J 
.With regard· to~ the fracture toughness te·sts, it s·hould 
------·--·----~· ----- ----~-----~ 
·-. -~·'.·_·· __ ·-•-·-·-----be-··n-o·te·d-that~-tne precraclcea--tfpe ____ of 'speoimen-.was ideal· for . ---··--·----------•. . 
-·· I 
the investigation of overstress1ing procedures_. · By testing 
·precrac·ked,si1·eo-irrien~ .. ,.·~-~~-· behEL_vi._9r· of _·ac~u~l c:rs.ck type .----·-·---·-----------~·;-~--- . 
. ' ' ' 
' 
· flaws in materials·· was simulated much a .. loser t.han by ta.sting 
~ . spec,intens w1th· machined notches~ . In :ad~1t1on·, the -c~:,c-k 
.,..:: ...... . 
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METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
... . L 
As mentioned in the introduction the two steels. in-
vestigated in.thia project were A533B and A516 grade 70. 
Table 1 shows the chemical compositions and the ·as - re-
ceived thicknesses of these materials. 
The A~33B steel was sectioned into 3/4" - 1 1/2". 
thick slices from the 7 1/2 11 thick plate as shoml in Fig. 5. 
';-! 
The slice·s were then given the following heat ·treatment to 
•· 
match the thermal history of the center of a quenched and 
tempered plate 12" trr1ek. 
' 
------ -- . 
· 1. Austenitized 1650°F for l -hr. 
· 2. Coolea at .35°F/sec - . 550F/sec 
3. Tempered at· 12000F f'or 8 hr,. 
4. Cooled to llOOOF in furnace 
5. Stress relieved· at llOOOF for 24. hr. 
-, · 6. ·Furnace cooled; as specified b.y ASME, 
, · Code to sooop6 .· _ . \ · . 
'7• Air .. <:tooled· after .reaching 600°F 
···- ~ 
<' 
.. - --- . - -- ·• ·...;·· .. '·.: ·~ 
- · -- · ' - The cooling i-a te · ih · 2 (S.bove T WaS taken f;r.oni F:t.g. 4 and -
was agreed ·upon· as a cooling rate that woul,d- approximate 
·- ·- •--~~--- -- ---~ -- -
,---___:__,.....:.~-----t-=..,h=e-=-· ---'c=-=e=-==n ter thickness o :f' a 12.1'-'--tht_c~p:late!~·· ~7_·.......:__· __:_·.----_t_ .. ----:-;------~~-~ 
·· To obtai,n the o. 35°F - o.ssoF/second cooling rate, the 
., . . . . . . .. -· . ...... -· -·.· . . . . ·. . .. . .. . -· .. .. . . .. -· . . . . . . .• . . . .· . . .. .. -· . . . . . . . . 
~l-4" - i · 172tr-thiclr Plates were taken rrorrf the .rurnace at 
. · I. . . . . • . . ~ 
... 
-:,• -
austenitizing te.mp~ratuzre and suspended between two tran-
• (1 • \ • • • -. • 
., . 
. I . • . 
.·. s,ite shee~s-11ned .with heavy qgage aluminum toil •. 'l'he tran--
~~~~~~· ~~- site sh.ttets were placed approx.ima~-tt frO~@;C)l Of the ~..::~--~ _ _:__ 
.. -----·~~ .. ~ .......... _____ . ---~·...,..----"- . . .• ---:::..... __ ~-~~-~-~-~---·-..._______ ---~::----~- . --- ---- -- .. .. . ~ . . ~+4 
pl.ate· s~tace1,; 8.1'.t<l, &very"· test PlJite·. h8.d a Chrom8i-ai.Uniel -· -..... . 
. ·_·_ . ,•- . ·. ·. '· : '·. .. '·.. . ·.. .. ·. . . . ,'. ;' ' . . : 
· The thermoc·e>11ple · · 
. : • i t \ \ · .· · .. · .. · ·1 .·.. .·· 
~.:. -· ... ··~- - .' 
•.· 
L .. 
--~~-.-... --- - -·- ·- -- ·- ··-· -- ~ . .. -- ·-- -- -
. - . .. 
,... 
---- --· - ...... ·-·---- . . -
was connected to a reoor~ing potentiometer for visual 
I•• 
monitoring of the cooling r~tes •. 
The A516 grade 70 steel needed no additional heat 
treatment and was tes·ted in the normalized condition as 
received from Lukens Steel Co. 
Standard Charpy impact tests and tensile tests were 
then performed on both steels to determine t~e base ·mechan-
ical properties. These results are shown in Tables 2 and 
• 
3. For the first material, A533B, the .l'' - l 1/4" slices 
\ 
were of such a shape that the specimens had to be cut trans-
verse to the rolling direq:t-1-on--( as shown in Figure· 5) in 
!. .•• 
order to save machining time and material .r For the A516 
grade 70 steel, the specimens were cut parallel-to the roll-
~ . . - .· . '. . 
ing d1'i:rection (shown in Figure 6) from three different 
sections of the 2" thick pla·te. (s)lown in F1gur~ 3). ASTM 
-
regulation~ specify tnat tension te~t and Charpy .impact · .. 
•.. •••-•• •••'• •- • ·••· •• •• • • • • • ··• •••··•·-•••·- ..,.-• • • • • • • • • • • -- • ••···· ••'fl• • • • • • • -•·· ,• - • r•, • • "•··••·•··••'····- .. ---•- • .. •·",· .• - I"" 
sJ;>eoimens. ·from th& quarter-thickness position (#3 in F:1\ure . 
___ ."";_ ··t· . 
• , ~ . . ··----~r··-· ------- - . 
· 3 and--Tabies 2 and --Jj be- used · for ~mechanical teis·ting-
. 
purpos~s. ·However, once again; in order to save machining· ·· 
- ···---.. ~-------
~--------·--------------.-------- -··-· - -----~----·--,-·---------·-----------· -----. ---- -'---·-·-·····-··-· .-------------- --~-·-------" -- ---------~---------·----------
-~-------~-----~------ -- ------- -----.. --------~--~-
t 1~-~ · ~nd· -~~_tf=l_~~1:1.~, .1 t was· proposed· ~h~t- ~h~ ___ Jf:t._, ~#2 ,~- --~rig #':>. . ___________ _ 
' . , 
I 
position s.peoimens be tested to determine how much.variation 
~4:;.y. 
--. : ... : exiate,d ___ betw.e.en -thee e . three pos 1 t 1-ons • · The results ~: ... as----:. -- -- --·- ------------------------·----
. , . 
shown ··1n Table-a 2· and 3, suggest~d tllat ·the A516 grade. ?O. 
plate was ~ecbanioaliY_uniform throuih its thickness. Hence, 
· . 1~ ·was· decid
1
~~ th11.t spec,ime.~~- cut from !lnx_of the .thre.e 
-~···----~-·__,..-----~-:----·--=--.~~-.................. -- . 
.. ·' .• I 
. . . . " .. ps~i-tioris· -WOUld-,::>give- :Sa-t-is-f-ae!tory·- -e'V'a).-uat-1on Of'-·- the-'.mechan~- -~- ··. 
. . 
. . ' . . '' - '•' : . . ... _ .... ···-~--····· 
Joal properties· or a 2" .-thick plate. · For the A53=sB. steel, 
• I 
r--:· '- . - _- . 
·- 15 - .. 
. "' .. 
'- ' - ,- -i. 
. .•• .• . -~ . 
. . 
' : 





it should be remembered that the 3/4 .- 1· 1;2,.~ thick slice·s 
were heat treated to simulate the center thickness of a 
12" thick plate. Hence, specimens cut from a~y thickness 
' 
position of this material would give satisfactory evalua~ 
tion of the mechanical properties o.f the center of a 12" 
thick plate. 
After the base mechanical properties of the steels 
, 
were determined, uniform and notoh prestrain spec~men blanks 
' . 
were cut\ (aa · ·shown in Figures 5 a.nd 6 from the plates and 
machined to uniform thicknesses. 
' 
Uniform ·Prestrain S·tudy 
For the uniform strain part of the study the blanks 
ranging in size from 5/8" :t;hick x 1 1/2" wide x l8"·long.to 
11/4" thick x 1 3/4" wide x 27tt long, were uniformly 
------· --·-------~--------- ---- --- ------------------~- ----~------~--- _____ __._ ______ ------ - -----
-
, I 
·stralried 1~2%-~ .1~~% at-200°F-1n a.st~nd~~d Baldwih unr~- . . . , r •-· • • • •- ••.. , -< ·,r••-.. _ • .• · •• , .. ,.....,._ 
,·--
-- - .- ,,.· .. -~... -.--·· -
_,.... .. ,.:_ - ..-(~-· . 
v . 
~ . 
. versal Tensile Testing Machi~e. An environmental testing· 
; . ( 
·· · 'chamber; shqwn 111 Fliul'e ·7, w9.s USed to h8at: up the speci- ' 
me.ns and also to measure the plastic. a.train. . The Ch~Qr.r.i~l,Q~----~~-------- ____ ---· 
. . ' . -------- ---------~---- -····-·-·· -- -~------.· ------•----- . ·- . . . . 
- -- --- - ---·- ----~•---- -- -- -- ----~--- -
· tinned ·air heati-tig----e-l-e-me-nt,---s-hewn at. the- ~-ight·, ·we:s· 
-·~ 
. . ~ . 
fastened' on the_ insid~ or the Qhamber and provided the heat 
--· ~-- -~~11riiig-1;he Straini'trg·; · Toe> temperature OU:tput or ~lemellt ·· 
. ~-·- was controlled. by. the variae shown in the front. The defor-
·-"'-"-· __: :~., .. - -·- - - .- -. 
. . 
, . _ ·. mat ion during th8 Stra-ining was measured by the dial gage 
1
~!;;_:_,,___{_;__i..,.:..:.~~"'---~~·~··· .· ... · eXtEJtlS'Oll18ter shown~e:ltaolied t-o· ffi~utlrt"d~- ot'cthe chamDer.-· ·-... ·-"-·-- · · 
r.·.•.·:"·.··. ;\ .... 
f.c 
-;_,-::·::- ·-
·"i?<;\·:. :.:.::,: .. ·. 
~:t\:·:~\)·:t.~=}\i:-~\:'/" -:· .-
> .....· ... :~olioWint tlie ·ijt:re;1n1 ng·; some or the blanks. ~$i-e ·. 
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. / immediately machined into Charpy and tensile specimens, 
while othere were aged for 1000 hours at 650°F, soooF, and 
400°F. After the single strain-age cycle, some of the bars 
aged at 650°F were machined into standard Charpy, tensile, 
' and slow.bend specimens (shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 8). The 
others were then given two more strain-age cycles before 
-
· -. they were made into the same three types of epeoime·ne. For 
---.--------. .. -• 
. r 
-~-'' . --,-------·-:---·-~--- . 
materials aged at 500°F and 400°F only Charpy ~nd tensile 
... ::-. ~ conditions were investigated, ·and since these result~ ot 
·:J) 
the single cycle 400°~ and 50QOF aging te~peratures were 
alinost identical with aging at 650°F, only the 5000F aging 
. . 
te~erature was investigated fo~ the three-cycle-st~in-age 
condition for comparison with same triple cycle at the 650°F 
aging temperature. 
· . The Charpy and tension· specimens were tested_Q_IlJl. 
- • ---· - ···- -·- ---- --··- - •- -, - ,·-.-·,-------=· ---~ ----· .. - {/ '-.. --~----,-_-----~--:._---~-,_, ··---·-··•·--------- ···,/f~-:_._-.J, ':'<01. ·- -. - •-- -•-- . _ -- ___ -··--- --··------ -----,------------------.--vv --·---~-------------------·--·--------.)--- -. .. · -. 
........... standard Tinius-Olsen···CharpyV.;.;Notch·Impe.Ct ·Testing· Mach.Iri8 
----· ... 
. . 
. and a standard 10 ,obo ·lb .capacity :!nstron f'loor model unit· · 
. . . ·. . ., . ~ . .. . . . '. . . . . ' t -. . . . --- - ---
... respec ttv9 ly. . Th8-Cliarpj ,and tells i le . results of the -uni-
.. 
-- "'---··-----So - --- --------
.i---·--··1-··· ---
. . ,rt~J 
form strain- part of the projeCt are·· summarized in Ta:t,!es g _____ ~---~---------4.!II 
. . . ----- --- ~----·----
- - -------~----- --·,, ' ---- ---.~--· ~ ~. ·---------~---
'-
. . -
-'--....---=, ____ and _____ 3·: __ and. F.ige.- 14 th~-~~ugh · 21. · In. addi··tion te-n:s-1on--a,rta ----------- - ·-
for both steels over a range of temperatures are shown in · .. 
·- ,-.. . 
' ,• 'I 
. ~Tab).e 4 and .Fig·~-.--22 .. ···1i-nd 23. .-- •.... r-.~- - -- • -- . .-·- - - -----·· - --- ·-. ·- -·--·-- -· - ---
·---- · ": -" '1'68-slow bend fraotul'e toughness specimens for the 
. . 
unlro:rm strain part ot the study, ranged in s.tze from o. 60" 
. . ,' . . . . . . . ,. -· . . 
- . 
· ····· ··· ···. · · -thle-k~-1::;:261'~ wide=x:::::to-'' · ·lo~g=to-1'.J~S'l--thfok .x ·1-;n~,t:--wta.e .. ·. 
. ·'.· .. ' '· .. ' ', ' ' . ' . • .. .. -_: . . . . . • . •· . . ·. • • • ,$ 
. ·.· .. ·-·-X );~1!-lo1.1g • . · r.A!f"t8r · being cll:t f'rOm . th~ :blank:$"·. flna iri'1c}i:lri$Q -
. .. .. . . . . . . ... . . . . ·' . . . . . . . . . . . 
._·, . .,.......... ......... ~ 
, .
-{-•· 
. . - . 1'7> - "'· . , ... ' 
.. . 
.t--- .. 
. . ' . -
·- ----- - ·--
.. . 
. ·--·---· ·- -.... -·· .. - . -· .--··- --: --
. '--
as shown 1n Figs. 5, 6 and 8, they were then preoraoked on 
~. 
an Amsler Vibrophore Unit at 286-300 cycles per second. 
A three point bend loading arrangement was used to grow 
fatigue oraoks that vari~d from 0.45 to 0.55 times the depth 
of· the speoimen,W. The chevron notch configuration, shown 1n 
Figure 8 was used in order to form a fatigue crack which did 
not deviate from the notch plane and yet extended subst·anti-
ally beyond the notch root throughout most of the specimen 
thickness. This substantial extension was ~eceaaary to avoid 
undue influence of the notch on the crack stress field. The 
chevron· notch alio ·expedited n~oleat16n of the fatigue oraqk~o 
Table· 6 shows the fatigue crack data. In all the specimens, 
the cracks were grown in two steps. The first step grew· 
'I 
/,' 
the crack beyond the notch root :at a fast growth rate. The 
.. 
· se,cond step grew the or_e.ok at a al.ow rate so that the final 
- ' .. , ~- - . _...... -----·--,--- "' . 
· ]'~?=./·:-~' ·· .. · ... ()50 in. waS grown in 50,000 cycles or more. · The approx1- ··· · 
' 
. 
-~- .· mate·r~-Ll.evels and the plastic zone· >sizes for• second. step are "" . . . . ) - . . 
. , 
.. . . ('-'1.... 
'1".r 
--'---.,Jll~~ ·-·-·---- -··- -,--------
- -shown-~·1n-Table q.· ·, The ___ K 1e·vels v-were ___ ·comptited· on -the basie J -- ·- - -~~ .... 
. of th~ final crack length measured after the K1~ test, and on 
-----~--------..... -·----·-··----~---------. ------- -- -
~·---·---- ·~- - -- ___ ': __________ --------
----- ---~------~--- ---~------~---~-----~ -·· ---··- ------~~--. 
~-· ··--·-------- ---·------.- -- ---------------
. . 
the minimum and maximum loads of ·the ~tep 2 loading.· · The 
, ...... 
•• formula 'U,sed ·was tha.t g.iven in "R·ecommended Pract1Qea. n.8 
/i_iy ··1 
. . . - .·. 
•' .· .i- _, .· 
. . . 
. ' ' ........ 
.. .• . 
~--~-.--·-----~. 
. - . --·--·-- . -----
---~. __ _... ___ . ---- . -
' - .. 
---- ------------·------- . --·------~ ..• -------- - - - - - --- - -- - - - . - - ----- -·- - --- -
----------~ -- ----~--- --~- --- ---- ---
.... ·.~-- . -~ ·,>-.-~- :·- ·-.)~ - ... ·. ·.-····- --~ --,.,--~ --- . . .. ·--~- . ,_.:,.: :·· .. - - .... _~ -··-- - .. ,- . .:. ... - ..:.:·---· 
.··. -- . 1a· ~c ........ 
·. J. . '· ~ 
. -·...:.-~-,-
I-... , 
I .. -, 
. Kq _ Pq L 
- 'BW 372 ' X f (a/w) 
Kq 
-
f:raoture -toughness (Ksi \!In) p· 
- (lbs) q 
B 
-
thickness or specimen (in) 
------,_t -· L .· 
- 1/2 the span (in) 
~31 w 
-· 
Width or s pe o 1riiep. (in) 
a 
. - final c!'aok length (in) 
f {a/w) - calibration factor for spec-imen geometry. . . ' 
,, - . 
The static plastic zone size (Table 6) was computed on the 
' 
basts or the maximum K level or Step 2. The formula used 
-J -· 
was that·iiven in ASTM STP · 38118 , 9 
· . K · 2 2 ry : _ 1 .. ( 1 C ) 
. -,=r Oya ... 
· ry ... radius or plastic zone ( in) . 
I<ic- applied stress intensity factor (Ks1 Vin) 
__________________ . __ _ _'_<!YEl'"' __ y_i~l~ _s_~:r~ngth _9.~ -~erri:r;:,eratu!'e of fatiguing_ (Ks1) .. 
. 1 
···- " _ . . ... .. _ Fe>llgY.,_l~recac.king~--alL-the--sl~--S&n&-~peeimens- wel'e-· . 
. . . ' ' ' ' ................. , ............... _.· ......................... ,.: ................ , .............. ···:·""······""'''"···· ...... : .............. ~-· , ............ , .... ···: ··-··· 
---- C. -·············· ...... , .•.. ····--loaded,-in a th:rEre ·potnt··oericf. :t'1Xture, at e.pproxima te ly .a 
;_ _ _ ........................ -, . 60::-·..- l~O- Kai "7/ui' p,r min loading_ rate• {$ee Figure 8-11) ~ _ 
- ' . - -- ~-. . ... . .. . -- . '-,° .. . . ' . . ' . . . • .. . _:_ .. '. -- . . ' . .. . - . ' .c . -, . - . - . i.. ' . . . . . . . . 
A double···cantilever clip-in displacement type gage (FigUre 9) 
'·_ .. ---- --·'·-
.<.... . 
• • was inserted into · atte.c]lable kni_f_e_ edge11__jJi1iglll!a-lO) c..&lPead~---'-'----·--
-~-~---,-----· -------·--···'•,----·······-·· . . 
. I,,,~ / 
on the spec1m~n. ·Tlie displacement output from the clip gaSe, 
. . . . 
·alongw11;h the load l)UtpUt from the load Cell, °!'aS
0
J'ed into 
. ' ' . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . "-· .... ,..,_, -· 
a Moseley x-f recorder. Different test ··temperatures :frc,m 
.. -~..... . ;'' :,., . ' .. 
3 .· 
. ,-·-··,·- .. . · -250°¥ to· -150°F were obt8.ill.ed with liquid nit;rogen ·. apPlied 
. ' I . . .. .• . . . . •. . . . . . . , • • ' . : 
through P6l'l'017at~dcopI>er collsSurI"oUttdi.l'lg th~ fiPecimen in 
~
1
',i.£-.7 -·" • · .. •·.· .· · ... •·····. a: ~oti1f.ng. ~ox· Insu:artea-..IliJi]iCinchtJ>.1l'~rlY~~oam. The · 
lt\t>)e·) . ,·t~rtll)erS.tµl'e 1'8.i! mo;itd~~c,-·b;· me&.?iii· of 8. . thel'Jll~~OupJ.Ef ... : ... .. . .. 
··. C > < < > .-.· •.. · ·• .. - ···. < 1.> > ·•· ... ·· ··•··· · .... ··•··.· ... ·· .···. 
---·--




. ~ -: ._ .. -... 
J·· 
.... ~ ... ~--~-- =_-=--:- -·-:- .. 
attached. to the center thickness of the specimen. The 
specimen was held at temperature for 15 min. before test-
ing, and a minimum of 2 specimens were tested for each con-
dition. (Apparatus Fig. 13 and 11.) Typical load va. dis-
placement plots and typical fractured surfaces are shown in 
Figures 26-30. The foll~wtng data was recorded for each 
spec1me~ teated. 
1. Thickness - B 
2. Depth - ·:,w 
3. Span - S 
4. Number~of cycles to generate the 
fatigue crack ex.tension. 












last 0.05 in 
and most 
10. 
- · 11. K1c - This number was 
caloula ted us 1ng_~~~--~i-~--.~-·--- -~--~--~-~-~ ______ ~---- 1 
-- ----
. ~ ·- --- --- --· --·-- --··· --- ------·(- ···-·· -- --.-·-~· - ---- -·- ·-~ .. 
. . - . .. ~ .. ··-.' .... - - . .. .- . The fracture. toughness results .ror the UnifOrm strain part 
.. -~··· .......... . 
. - - . --- ..... ; . ..: .. ~· 
·-; ........ 
• I: .............. --.. • -,..,,..,:,<'%_~_ • - ..... ----
-of the. -""ro.ject are sµ_ mrnarized. in Table 5 ·a-nd Fi 24 d 
l:' .. g'll~es ____ ~- an _ 
/ . ' \" - ' ----r' 
25. 
-- . - . . __ ,_ - ·--~.:;.:.;~.~.~- ··• --v {/ 
.. ---,... --··--
---:-~---~=-"-------~. --No tch~Preii-tra-in-- S tud'.y .-
. . ' . . ' .. 
""' 
. For the notch pres train part of the ·study, the slow bend~ 
... speci111~~~L~anged·_in s.lze t'r-om th.self th1tt-x l;2ou· w:tae X ··.····· ······· · ;'_:: __ ,_:_'._·1_-._· ----- - - -" - --- - ·-- ---·---·- ··-·------ . - . . ------- ---- -----.~----;--- -- ---.-
-~-?\'·~ .. ''. ,.' . ·-·-.. ... - . .. .. . ' 
. . . 
lO~OO." long. to 2.0011 thickx 4.oon wide x 18.20" long.' 
.After being_ cut from the plates and machined as shown in 
i~r} / -----~ ~~t~res . s., c~,. ~~d s·,~~h~y !e.~~_._pre~~-J! Ji& ··des.~~~:_::======-=============== 
. ·'. ~-·.·.·: .._ .. _,._--_ ... · .- . - . . -',· .. · . ', ' . ' 




.. --~. --·---····· ,_ ... _ .. -- . 
. .!_.,.-.• 
WI.· J Ai 
crack data was recorded in Table s·. All. the specimens of 
the conttguration shown in Figure 12 were then heated to 
. ' 
2000F slowly,loaded in tension to a nominal str~ss, and 
held for five minutes. Several different prestress levels 
.. and corresponding. plastic zone sizes were investigated .for 
the steels. These are summarized in Table 7. The prestrain 
K 1efe1 were calculated· on the basis or __ the pre-load and the ·· 
· final ere.ck length measured after ... the· K1c. test. The· formula 
used was that recommend~d for single-edged-cracked plates in 




K (applied)~ = y •. 








-~---· applied stress. intensity factor (Ksi 'Vin) pre load (lbs) 
. c~ack length after preoracking (in.) thickness···. (in.) . · 
· width (in.) 
calibration factor :for specimen g~om.etry 
-. \) 
;;-.· 
---··::·:The· corre-sp-onding plastic zone sizes were .oa.)._Qulated from 
· :Eq 2. · -
piane.· strain fracture toughness teste_d as described -b.efore 





notch pres_train--age single cycle ·some· of the, sp~e1rnens were· --~-------- -----
. 
-
_ tested while _the remaining ones were given two niore not.ch.:.· 








,.. - ·.---. ~._ - -~ - .:: 
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' program are shown in Table 4 and in Figures 24 and 25 . .. 
After all the specimens had been·maoh1ned and.after a 
large. number had been tested, it was decided that a stress 
relief treatment should be investigated. This treatment was 
investigated .. and consisted of stress relieving specimens at 
ll00°F for 8-12 hours and then f'u:rnaoe cooling them at ap-
•··· ' ... ' 
proximately 50°F/hr. Cha:rpy V-Notoh 1mpe.ot tests and 
f':ractu:re toughness tests were performed for these s:pecimens. 
The data obtained is included, in Table 2. and Figs. 14-1'7 
. 
for the Charpy tests and in Table 5 and Figs. 24 and 25 for 
the fracture toughness tests. 
With regard to the fracture toughness data, s~e oom-
. . . 




All th8\I'esults :for both uniformprestrain and notch prestrain 
--·4 _,._____________ . . 
· condi tio JJ !E31:e. !9;11d, l)y the _AS.TM,Committee-E-24 require- - -· ·-
men.ts exc pt. the--following: 
~ .- \· \ 







\ · · • - ··- ·_-_,_ -,,'.= ··-·· -- · --··-- · --- · - ~ ·_ • The specime·n e-""1b.1ting - ,... :;-· ~:'": • -·~·•"-••.---•a'.;°":."..:•"••:.:·:'.: _.,~.:. • -+•• _: ___ -~·- -+• • _ .. _•-:-~-cc c •c ;-' "-"-"--~ \ ·:. "- • ' " - ·- • ·:- - .. A.J;1 
\ . the highest toughness value for condition G. 
\·. - ·· Bo-th .spe·cimen~ _frJr 
\ 
--··-,--~.. ondition I 
· __ ;_ - : 
:-,·,_·_-,.-:: ____ ;········ ~--;:----·--· 
. . . ·. .... .· ( •250°?) .... 
·
1 ecimen .. · The· sever.ei,·y laminated- ·· 
. . ---~-...... -:----------
. -
~ --·-. 
· ·.· 2. F- g·:-2~( .. 156°'.F) · - Both spec.imens for• . 
· · • ·. · . · · 'oo d.1-t1on K · ; - . . . 
· _· . · · (-2sooF} - Tb.; specimen exhibiting .. 
. th highest toughness value for condition F. 
i,~, ' I,. -. ... ........ ~-· .. ··-···-· . 
~ ~ ··-· 
. · .. , . -· -~= 
. .. . . •. . . . '· . -~~; . -----· ~ 
_·.··-· •... $z;Cep~<tor J;}l& rower-.' ve,tue_ ... or <iond1t1~m. :re tn F~6· 25,. Ill.+ 
. . 
.... 
The load displacement record and the fractured surfaces 
for this specimen are shown in Fig. 27. In all these in-
valid specimens the oraok length and thickness were not I 
greater than 2.5 (Kio)~ 
crys 
Loa~ Displacement Records and Fractured Surfaces ,,, 
.. 
Load - displacement records and fractured surfaces 
... _ 
characteristic of those observed in this study are shown in 
Figs. 26 through 30. 
follows: 
A brief discussion of each figure 
1. Fig. 26 shows the characteristic fractured surface and.load vs. displacement plot for mos·t of the-·specimens · tested. 
2. Fig. ·27 shows the ohly case where· "pop-in" was observed in a· specimen that was -no·t 
a.trees relieved. · It. should be noted that, th11s specimen h~d e. high K1~ nuniber and . 
.. 
... ,~., 
s~owed evidence or she_11~I' ___ !_!Jl.~--n~_9-r _-t_he-;-~---- ,-. ·--:-:- --:---· · regton--or-· fracture· 1·n1t .. iation. (See Fig. .. ·· · 25 c.ond-ition K). The other specimen given · 
· . ·&.-· .. high leve1·- notch pres train did_ .not. · 
· indicate similar· load-displace:men·t · and fracture ·behavior. This specimen's· .. ; ....... 
. · f'rao tureq ... surface· is· shown 1~. 'li'ig! __ ~P •. ·/· ~- ... : ... --.-: ... ,-,., .. ·cc···4~,--·--,-~ _- ;-.:.::·_;_·--.~~~. ·_••·;,:;--::...,,-:--::·-~---~:· _;. "':"'._ -~·:: •. -._a-.:-~ .:..·':c·~~:c< _";_, '."'"' ···- '-- .-._• __ -~ - - ,._ •• 
, ...... _. 
,~_-.:'"".'.".'.-· _··---·-: --· ---;~- ·:'.~·!'·,·_i:·C~:·.·· •-. ·-·:·· 
-.-~, __ -_::-. -:-~ 
. -·· -- ': ':"-::- -~::.·---;:•'. -- '--- ._. ,··:· . 
.t 3. Figs. 28 through 30 have already:been 
· previously discussed. ·, 
. . 
. ' An attempt was made to oo:rrelate Kie. numbers. with fracture 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Charpy V-Notoh Impact Test Data 
The results of the Charpy V-Notoh impact tests are 
.. " presented in tabular form in Table 2 and in graphical form 
i~~ures 14 through 1?. It ahould always be kept in 
......_'-, ,.. 
mind ~when viewing these data that the A533B baa be~n given 
a heavy section-heat treatment simulating a 12" thick 
plate, while the A516. grade 70 steel is 2". thick.· 
For the A516 grade-70 steel the base propertiea: taken 
at various thickness positions (See Fig. 3) through ___ the · 
. . 
pla t.e: show the. t the ma. terial is mechanically uniform 
· thrOUgh its thickn~ss. · The base . properties of" the A533B · 
. . 
. ., -
steal 1ndica te that this material has leas impac··t · tough-
•. 
-----•"• ·-··-··-- -------·--" ---·· - - ------.--- ------ ----·------- ·- -- . . ----- -- -- ---~ --~-- -.- . ·---···--.-111. '.-·.----·-- .. ---~-----.._,, 
~--neifs-··th~n _ the A-516- grade· --'70.- steel. However, this_ result~--·· . , ...... ,. 
is expe~ted from the he·at treatment given to· ·the Ap33B. 
plates.·. · .. · 
.. 
. ·.' lb and 20 .rt~lb. trans1 tion· temperatures' as well. ~s,c for _the ... - .. · · . 
-15ml~•{hter~~e~s~o~~~P$1tto~~H~~~~~-=-~~~=-3 •!::-;-:•-••; •·•• ,•-.. c• •c-=-.---.-----·•.• .. •.·.•,.•·.-,---c···•~ •... -. •· - -, .• --•. , •c-•• •• .....,....,....--· •: •· C ,_. •• C.·o· .. •·•···•·••·· "••·.•· • ' ' ,' ; • • 





fractu11e.. · appearance; tra_nsition tempe,ra·ture 1ncr~ased .· • - · 
·. slightly arid the shelf enel'gy also 1n«freas8d sli,ghtly oBm'"' 
. ~' 
. 1 
. . . ' 
'. .1 • . . . . . . . : .... ... ·. .· . .·. ·.· . • ' . • . . .· •.. . . . . . . . .·. . . . ·.. . ' • . .· ·. • . • . • . . ·.· ._· . '. ·. ·. . .. ·. . . . · •. · . ·.. . . . ·. .. .· 
·•:. h -~P.O!!~q_.·sJ.n1;1~:r •... ,:ra·e.e.p,.0.xise . ito . _ th.1~ _ Qond 1t1.on, --:e~~-~-pt :>·tp _·•· a -> _ 
le$Et~r.-.d~g~e~·.-\ _However,·. lt ,v~s·<noted -that the . 30- :tt~lb-·. 
.,: 
. -' 
trans1 tion 1·nor·ee.sed 52°F. Thia reaponee was .. regarded as 
·large and could not be explained. However 1t· was also 
noted that ·the shelf energy decreased slightly which 
· shifts ·the upper end of the data curve to lower values and 
contributes to a larger change in the higher energy trans1-
t1~n temperatures. 
When ·both steels were strained and aged l cycle· at 
650°F ,· the transition temperatures increased further and . 
-... 
. 
. the shelf· energies deereased •. For the A516 grade 70 stee-1 
the 15 rt~lb, 20-~t-lb, and 15 mil transition temperatures 
were increased approximately 35°F above the base property 
level. The-50% fracture appearance transition temperature ... t ' 
. 
. was increased 20°F above its base level and the shelf 
-~!!~~_gy_ JI~~ _n_c,_ted _t_o_~fall 10--15% below·" ~-~s · ·original level._ 
For the A:533B steel ·the 15 ft-1 b and l~_J!\!l __ .t_r_ansition---·-- ---- -- ------ _,_ ---· 
-... ~-...;,,, 
'. ' • 
-- > • 
. -- •• - ---------·-·- - •• , ..... ------
·--""-----~--- -· ---~·-- :· __ /-
-~-- ," ·-----·······-··--· ., ..• ,. ·~
 
-- - ··•·····-··-
--------·· -~-~~=,,_-···~:~-------~- -temperatur.~s increaseg ·approximately 3QOp 'aboye their base 
<(C: 
leve-1-s- while the 30 ft-lb transl tion was ·observed·- to in-... 
.• 
crease· '750F 'above its ,base lev'el (rece.11.'tha.t ,_52~F-.. ,,Ot- -this-,c----- -- ~--- ---. -- · ~- -:·:-~ • • • ... ~-- -;:j.C'c • .... ·'·-~'-'--=~·-'·=-·=-'--o''-..'._,'-.... - _·: ,_ ... -- ., c' - '. ; : .. --~~- ... -----.·- ,_ .. · .. ·- - .. =-
-
• 
• • • .. 
increase was ___ :noted for the, ~s s_trained. oo_µ~ition)'. · The 50%.. , ...... 
' frac·tur~ _a,ppearanc~ transition for 'this steel increased 1, • .• . . . -. . 
. 
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. -
. '' 650qF':'.·;s.11l?fl~a.11tial· ··1nc.rea~e,s ·.1n. transition. ·temperatures~·: ·. , · · •. • .. ·'·:. ·,_.·;'~ .... ·c-. '·.-"_.:.··. ;'.,· .' .,· .. . ·. ,, ·· .. •::' . > ••• • 
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~-
• . i e~eastiiiLY•e~~c: ObS'el"ved. ror ··tne· .···.As3iB ·1,t;e1;, · 'Feil" ···.··1;h; .· is1e .. f .. ' ···::·\. __ :.:_./\ (·. :,< ' < •• 
.-. ,-.:.. .. 
. :·::. -:~~-.~~~~hk~i ¥S-~sa2~~102ii0i~-~s~+~~~ii~f ~~1~1 
. . '. 
, . 
g~ade ?O steel,· the 15 ft~lb, 20 ft-lb, and 15 mil transi-
tions increased approximately sooF over the single cycle 
strain age level. The 50% fracture appearanoe transition 
1---·. remained the same-. and the shelf energy slightly increased 
,l • to ?2 rt-lbs. For the A533B steel the 15 rt-lb, 30 rt-lb, 
and 15 mil transitions increased about 25°F- over the single 
oyole strain age. level. The 50% fracture appearance transi-·1 
. • 
. 
tion·inoreased slightly to 77°F, while the shelf energy de-
.. ----. 
creased-to 36 rt-lbs. The behavior exhibited by both steels 
indicates that repee.-ted straining and aging· is more severe 
than a single cycle treatment. 
As-far as aging temperature is concerned, 4QOOF pro-
duced leat-te-r Agi.ti_g 1n the A516 grad,e 70 steel and none at 
all in the A5313B., For the 500°F and 650oF temperatures, 
litt-le---diff-eren-ce -1n respec~t1-ve -~~mbrit~~nt was rioted-~ 
. . 
. L. -~ . 
. The results· of the stress relief .treatment showed 
general -1mprQJremen~ in,· tpughness over · the aged co-nd1 tion. ___ , 
~-- '--.. ----
,· 
"~,! __ ,:__~·~::~:,·-- ." "•::;""~----· -----·--3,··., 
' 
. 
,,. treatment -:followed -by the stress relief treatment showed no 
. . . 




. • improvement (no d·eorease)in the material .transit-ion tempera-
---- ----, 
,. .-.:::. .. .-.:.:~='----- -~ 
ture:s, but -t~e_ shelf-· e~ergy_ i!1crea_sfi)q_ b~<;-~-- t_Q_--~~~ -,-9-~~-~ __ l~_ye_l~-- _____ ~: _ -~--~-----. ----.-- -.--.-... --:--· ----------:,-----,------------ -~---_. ·--:-,· --., ----.----' ·. --· -. -- ----. . • . 
' 
• .. "' 
- • 'l 





'·'. -·· , ..• followed 'by. the stress relief'. t~eat.ment' . the results in~ 
, 





. __ dicate _- a subs~tan:tial improvement_- in ·the trans-it ion tempera-. • . 
. .. . 
. 
., -------=---- . ----=====::Ill =""==--- . =--. =·· === 




· -· _ tur_es~ ·, a·s._-.shown· ::1,n · Fi_gs. -. ·14,~;l!?_, __ :_:!~~ ----~-§! ___ , _____ lQ~~--~h~.,~ __ !_§,~_~_1:3 _______ :~-- :-----~~-·--C-, .. ;~-~-~--_____ ·---··- -- ---·,-------,-,---··---- __ , __ · -- " ___ : ~,-- ~:~---~~------:-·;'-~"-~-------::--~-·---:;-:--~-~-:--·------,----·- ·····- . - . . 
" 
14·,: 15, . 
•······--~!l, 
., ... __ ·. -· . -.,._ 
'h'. 
·. ··-. '---- :·~· - -----, . 
-------... .... __ .., 
' ll• 
16 and l '7 the s trees, relief treatment improved the proper-
ties to the degree that they were better than the base 
conditions~ For both steels these results indicate that 
st·ress relieving results in improved toughness over the aged 
c,ondit1on. It should als6 be noted that after stress re-
. 
lieving treatments were given to the 1 cycle and 3 cycle. 
I ' 
strain aging conditions, the transitio·n temperatures of 
both steels were approxima·tely the same despite ,.the origi-
i' nal difference in base properties. The A516 grade '70_ steel, 
however, still maintained a higher shelf energy. 
•Ao:'""'·"'"' 
Tensile Test Data 
·The.results of the tensile test data for the base· .. 
condit.1-ons and the different ·straining and aging cycles· is 
presented in tabular form in Table 3 and in graphical form 
--
' ' in Figs. 18 thl'~~gll 21. In addition· tensile .data~ over· a 
-- --range of temperatures fo~: both steels is presented in 
-
.'·- -~- ·-- -· .. -· . ... . ···- --
. 
. 
- "- . 
. ~ 
, . 






, .. ,, a.t 'Various thickness--ppa-1 tions (See Fig. 3) through the 
.- t} 
I ; . pl·a te . show ~nee again· that· the ma·terial is _mechanically 
-~--- _________________ _ ~ 
-~- --•--. - --~ 
.. 
--·--····-





~ . · ·For ·both- steels the yield strength, - tensile str~ngth, 
' ' · .. ' - 8 . 
- ;,.,,:-,,..:.,,,.,;. ~ ' , . 
-- · __ elo.nga:t:1..tln-, an~ ... reduct,ion •- of area·- data were -represe~tative 
~~~~~_,----:-··_.·· ·"CT~Ha~itfia1;{1~e 11•tra!n•agfng.3•··. A~J expla1ned•in t·~e .. ·· ·. ' . 
-
-·-_,. __ . _____ : ___ . ___ ;_ .... -_ .... - ...... -~,---·~-" ~·-·- ----·---Y···-::··:··:· ······--:·_·,-·-;-.--··---:--
•, -~- __ ..... : ......... : ........ ·-.--· ... .·: -_- .. : .. ·,, ---.'. ,, ... ____ , ____ --- . .. 
. . 
. ·. 
', ,. .. \ 
._-.- '. 
.· ·:: '-... . 
_-'·1xi·~~odµet.ton,. ·strai.n ~@;itlg ,increases .-the.· y.1eld-stl'engt~-
. ' ~< 





.. 1,·--· . 
while the tensile strength, elongation, .and reduction of 
.. , 
a!'ea are less affected. These trends are clearly evident 
in the data presented. For the A516 grade 70 steel the. 
increase in yield strength from the.base o·~nd1t1on to the 
-·- etrai·n age 3 ~yole cond1t1-on· was approximately 75'/,. Fo:r 
the ,A533B steel \he same conditions showed about a 28% 
• 
• i.norease. This result is in agreement with the Charpy data· 
, ,.• 
. and once again~-s~ggest~ that the A533B steel is l.trse sus-
\. 
· cep_~_ible to ift:rain aging. · 
ti . 
It sho~ld also be noted ror both steels that- the re-
. peated straining ~nd aging condition proo.uced-the.most em-
brittleme·nt. This result is al·so in. agreement with the 
.Charpy d~ta. 
Once again the effect of different aging temperatures 
_· ---~,----~----·- ------------~---wa-s--1-n-ve-sti-gated · and · the-res-ul ts- ,,-e·re- ·oons-.rs-ten_t __ with-the 
. 
. -~ . ~ 
. 
,.. Charpy. data. The·: 500°F and~sso°F aging temp~rat~res, pro-
duoed. rio s1gn1;~1cant variation in -reapeotive-strain aging ,;' 
I " 
.. -• , -···•··"··-''' 
- -- ---~, - . 
-'_/1. 
(' 
--~ ·~beh~v·1er, •. ·_ -The·-400°F·,~agtn·g····tcemperatu:ref"CprMiice'd'' less-er-~··"~. ~--- .. ,.~·-,·· - -··c .. c·. , .. ---~--:,. 
~ 
-aging in the A516 grade 70 steel· than diq ·the· other ·tempera- -
. :· .. 
. · . tures, atd )lardly any ag~ng at all in the A533B. material. · .. 
_ · -. .-.. _ ~ _ _. In -add it ion, typical effects of -~s ~_:t~~t~ -·11g_\~g~ __ ,,e:r$ __ $_e·$_i1. -~ ___ : __ !, ... ·~-~ --- _____ • -----/--:::.:- ___ ' -~----:;--- ~-- .~ ---- ------ ----- • ----- - ---- ._ --: ·- -- -J'·· -- . - -- . 
• 
•. 
f ~n the . s.tress. strain curves for· bot.h mater1a1·s subjected to· . . . . - """J•;.-.:,.-:3~, 
' • 
. 





. ~ - ,7·bestc:de,scr1bed ,by. Fig •. 2. ·. ~ ..... 
. f ''. ' 
.. ' .,. ·_ .. · ... ·.• ~·~ ·~--:·-~--·; .. -~:·· -~- --'-. -." - .... ~-~... . . . 
. 
. ; 
. The· .tensile data showi;i_ in ~~bie ~ --,:-~ncl_ -1:n __ F.igs.. ·22 .. an.d.,c, .... .-.. ~ .. :J~c----- --- -.. .. • .~•-H-. ••• • ,••··•••- • • •- - - - ~ • ~ 
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. . . 
. 
·. ... . 
· · while the tensile strengtl'l,, ·elon~~ti.,QJl, and reduction .of .... ------ ,-··· 
- -·---···· ·------· ------.- .. 
in the data presented. · For tha-,.A51'6 gra.p.e 70 s~eel -th_e 
l'' l, 
·. iricreas~. in yield strengtl). from the base conditi~n 't:o· the 
·. strain ag,.e ·3 cycle _.condition was ~pprox_itna._tely ·75'/o. · For ··---~----· ·___ ··------····-·-_:_ ______ ...: -·~~-
__ , __ ,_ 
--- -··-----------·--""---- -~. -·------- 1:,'iP_J 
. . .-
. ? _,, .. 
. ) ... 
. . · · the A533B steerl the same. conditions showed about ·a 28% l)',t!,• 
. ,; . ., 
. 
. 
'°" ,. . . increase. This·--- re-sult is in agreement with the. Qharpy data· . · 
. . 
. . . : 
i 




.. and once aga·~n suggests that the A5:33B steel is. lase sus-
. _ :.-- . . '.- ~,.-- ··~·,eeptlble ·to ~rain aging •.. · ......... ·· .. , 
- ····· · ···· ·--.. __ -- ---------· I - -- ---.-_: ___ .~·-~----. - .. . 
'-~ " . I • ,. 
. ' 
' ~-
~ . ,·· . . 












··. .. · ·It should also "be noted for both steels tQat. the re-
.I ' r pe.ated straining and aging ··oond··ition produced 'the most· em--·----- .. 
i. 
· bri ttlement-. This result is also in. agreement, with the ·· 
Charpy data. 
' . ii# 
·( - Once again the effect of different aging temperatures 
was investigated and the results were consistent with the 
Charpy data. The 500°F and 650°F aging temperatures pro-
. ' 
duced no signif~cant variation in res~~otive strain aging 
behavior. The 400°F aging temper~ture produced lesser 
aging in the A516 grade 70 s.teel than did the other tempera-
·tures, and hardly any aging at all in the A533B material. 
In addition, typical effects of strain aging were seen 
. in the stress strain curves for both materials subjected to .. _ 
-the different experimental conditions. These effects are 
·- -best described by Fig. 2 . 
,·'d 
The tensile data shown in Table 4 and 1n Figs. 22 and 
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fracture toughness tests9 The behavior-over the range of 
. -... -~ ~ : ' .-
te111peratures investigated was representative of ... that_.for 
. . . 
_ lo,v ailoy 11.igh strerigth s t~els. . .. ·. 
... -- ·t 
. . . - . . ·. . . 
··. . . . .•. ·. ·.··.· .. · .. ·· .. ·.. . . . 1'::l,it1 A,!.. moughn· . ,et,. __ ffloe t· T\~-to. ·· ·. . . 
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0
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_ _.___-'--c--~-,--...:..... ___ '. _,..~__:_-~-. ·t 
--~~~ ........ . 
·- ........ , .· T)?.e ·results of_ the fracture toughn~sa. tests are shown 
'.fl,·(;,{ 
in Tabla 5 and in Figso; ~4 and 25. In addition, typical_ load =-








. . . - . - - . . . . . ~- t . 
. . ··~ ·-.. ______ · vs_~_ g_:t~_plac_ern.e9n.t p;J..9_t~t. and __ f:rao_tured.. J3Ur_r_a_ce~t tare shown __ in._ -~ -~ "-' ~;----~: . ·--~-. -.- f 
. . . . . . . - . . . . - . cf 
l;_, 
f Figs. 26 through 30.,· · It should always be kept in mind when 
. ,-: 
..._ . 
viewing "these data that both ··the uniform and noto'h pre·strain-· · 
'. • \ I 
ing W$S performed above.NDT while the fracture testing was 
. -- . .. . . . f 
- t " 
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· ·The uniform p:restrain K10 results for the 'A533B
1
x ~nd !516 
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.. -·· ·n ..... 
. .. 
·grade '70 steels a·re shown graphically in Figs. 24 and 25 re-: 
-apeo.tively. The-steels showed trends for ·a decrease in K1c 
for increasing amounts of straining and aging. For·. the A533B 
... 
- .. · 
the single cycle strained and aged condition (Bin Fig. 24) re-
duced.the average toughness approximately 10%. For the A516 
grade 70 steel, the same treatment lowered the average K10 
value about 20%. For the triple cycle straining and aging 
condition, the A533B indicated a· further drop to a value 16~ 
1- __ ., .... ,,_.... . . .,_ 
below the original··pla.te, while the-A516 grade ~O_steel showed 
a slight increase in toughness· (C in Fig •.. 25). This_ increase 
could 'not be explained because the magnitude or·changes in 
toughness between the l cycle and 3 cycle treatments may have 
been the result of test scatter. It should be .noted for both 
steels that the ~epeated straining and aging treatment did not 
· ·affect K10 as s1gn1fic!l.n.tly as it did Charpy· impact and tensile 
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·results. Also·, \the K1c t-est reaul ts indicated that the · 
. 
. A533"R s·tael was not ~ny more. s'uscept;ible to strain aging 
. ., . 
The most startling result of the uniform pres:train 
inve·stigittion. ,vas that discovered ·1n. the stress relief . 
. . • 1-·· 
,- . 
.. ' . 
• ~! ... -~ 
_. r· . 
· .. 
. ·treatment Q . F(?~ bo~\1 ___ ~ ~-eel_s __ the .• sp_ec iinens-:-S~r:ess _· re-l 0}e-v-ed· • .. -cc.,c~ .·.·=~=,'~. -·----·:-·' .. -- - ~ -----~--- ------- - -
·-~~-. --;----·:--·"'.,~.~-~.-~.-.~-.'~- . 





-with-the fatigue crack in place.were-sharply red'1oed in 
-
.1-J· - ·, 
· fracture toughness o In the A516 grade 70 s·teel, the stress •··· 
. , - relieved. plan~ strain fracture toughness we.a about· ·so% of , 
---~- ..... :. .. ·.:·----·· . .;._.'.·- . -,~~;,···-.:-;;;;--....;..--::--~ .. ~~---.-'.~··--. -~-----~--.- ------~:--=~~-:--"--~;.;-c~~~,tne. intt:tal p .. ia.te· val,ue, while in the A533B material, the-.· ... 
~o~responding v~lue was 65%. In only one case (A533B ·1.., .. 
.... 
... ~" ·- .... ,,~ 
. ... 
steel - condition H in Fig. 24 .- at - 1500F) was ·the tough- .. 
-------"~. ~~----<---,neSif riot I'8dUc~d: · 'Th.~Se r0sul ts were not exp~Cted an~:)_: ·.-.~. --:-r ·-·--------· -\, 
. \ . 
: .. •. 
\\ definitely did no~! indicate improvement ~n properties, such 
as was shown for the stress re1r·ei'ved ·condition in the Charpy 
tests. Vfuen both·the Che.rpy and fracture toughness.types 
, of tests were compared, it appeared that one major differ~ 
ence was the pr~~ence·of a sharp notch (crack) load~d in 
compressive residual stress during the thermal stress re-
··-11 e f treatment 1n the case of the fracture toughness 
specimens o It is cl~l3.-r why this condition of compre.ssive· 
·stress exists in the notch strain specimens since this is 
what the warm pres tressing .... operat_ion is intended to estab-
lish. For the uniform strain specimens, however, this 
condition was inadvertently created because 1) the speo·1~ 
mens were small (0.6" thick) and during fatigue cracking 
. '. 
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. ·- '. ·{--_ ..... 
the. K levels 'and corresponding p.las·tio zone· sizes were 
high :(see Table 6 for the A516 gra.def 70 ···.-~·· Uniform Strain . 
.,--- _ ... ·. 
~~~-~~-------~-~~-~:--·-=:~-~~~~--~=~--~~~is1~~-~-~-~~~~~-~~~~~=~se · · · ---~-
specimens came after the-specimens had been fatigue ...... .. ""'· : . 
: • •• (;a 
t, . 
. . cracked for test.ingo - ·Therefore this prest:ra.ined .notch ap-
; -! 






' ' . nesa loss. In the case .. of the A516 grade ·70 steel, this 
. . ,.,- ····:- ·. . hypothesis was oonfirmed·by direct experimental evidence • 
. # •. 
0 I Four uniformly strained and aged specimens were availabl~_ -·-"'·-·---- __ -------·· ... _ ....... . ,-,---·--.,.··.·,,:..._-:••_ •· - ,~._ .. N-;;..;;;.··-·-• ==••," :.-----;_~- ---;:- ~ -, • - - .•· "• • . , ••-••••,,•• - ., •• •••~ • -- - -•, - • • • • • • • • ·. • •. - • ' .. • 
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··aged treat~ent ~nd two wi_th. a three c~rycle strained and aged 
. treatmen~ ( correspQ'Qd,.irig to conditions B and·· C respectiye~_y __ ~~~~~-_ ... _· --------: , ...... -
- .. ... ...... . . ; -
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in Fig.· 25). · The single cycle materials were stres a re- r.-. 
· --- ------------ -- lieved with the cra~ks in place and tested. · Their K10 fe~l 
.I 
" . .,-




. I I . ~ 
to about ·50% of ·their i"nitial plate value (condition E in 
Fig. 25) .~ .... -This reduction was a 25% decrease over the 
single cycle str_ained and aged value ( cond 1 tion B in Fig •.. 
25). The three cycle treatment materials were stress re-
lieved and then fatigue cracked. These specimens showed 
nQ ·1oas· in toughness (oondi~ion Din Fig. 25). Thus the 
presence of a prestrained fatigue crack during stress re-·· 
lief does appear to be necessary to produce the apparent low 
·toughness. It should be note~, however, that the A533B 
sp&'Cimens .that were stress relieved (condition D in Fig. 24) 
. did not show near as much plasticity during fatigue cracking 
..,, 
as the A516 grade 70 steel did, yet, their K1o values de-
Q 
- 31 .. : 
.:;: .,.. ,· ' 
... 
.., ; . 
• ,- Jo, - I 
.. -
,< 
.. ,, . 
., 
· .. * 
. 
~: ' .. 
' ·····-~ . 
. . 
• • •· •·- •"•-~,a.·••-u•·-• '·•r·••••,~···-·-••• - -.--. 
- c>j81(sed als,o o . =· 
. s~ Qtb.er interesting features of this unexpected result 
·, . 
fractured surfaces of the uniform, prestra·1n specimens ex~ 
hibi ting_ these low K1cl···number·s .af.ter_ stress relie.f. All<:.- .. ~ -
----· · --· _ four specimens (2 ~f A53~B and 2 of A516 grade 70) showe<t 
. ....,:.....~----- ___ : ... -.~~~~- -·.·;----·_.;' ·-·. . --- . ----- ' ·- -------··-······-----··-------· .. --·---·-------------- -
ioad vs. disple.cefflent. plots and fractUI'ed surfaces such as · ... · 
. . , 
the example in Fig. 28. These results indicate that the· 
•• ~ • ., •• • •• •_., • •• • '-. - C 
crack ~xperienced ·~everal cycles of popping through a local-
~---······· -
,c--c.·····--"~~·: __ -__ ---------~-=- . -- - - ··=·"fv embrf t tled. re·g. ion. arid -then be,ing· ·arre s tad~ --- . All eff Ort··"WQ's·~;--"~~~.,.,---=<·=~""~-, .. _. - " 
. (} . . ,_ ----
r 
,- • A made to correlate the_ most distinct load points ( Pql, Pq2, -
Pq3, Pq4).with -the most distinct c.rack front ·adfV.S.Jl.Cements 
. . 
~ ) . 
---------••·-----. -----
• • 
\,r-- clJ "-. 
ori- the fra··ctUI'ed . srirf'acas. (e.1, a2, a~, a:4·) • It-\va-s '~iI'f!:~ ----
; .. 
1· ' ~~ ... -. 
.· . 
cult to discern what were and were not crack front advance-
ments on the fractured surfa~as, hence, only the first and 
second most distinct load points were correlated with the 
I 
first and second most distinct crack fronts respectively. 
The results were reported in Table 5 ( *l, *2, *3, ~-4). A-s · 
shown there the Kq2 (Second , Pop) values were a·ll higher 
than the Kq1 values. Thia suggests that the crack ran from 
. ' 
a region of low toughness into a region of higher toughness 
~ 
and was arrested. This behavior would mean that the condi-
tions in the region at the crack tip were made more severe 
by the stress relief treatment. 
A second unexpected result in the uniform prestrain 
etudy was noted for one A533B specimen that was severely. 
laminated. This specimen is shown in Fig. 29, and at 
- 32 -. 
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-~· __ .2500F: it exhibited, unusually high. toughnesso In Figo 24 
· this data point is ·labeled "severely l~mina·tad o 10 The:· result . . ., -~-- - . 
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. ,,;1 
·. :fat·igue crac·king and for testing·_ on the energy required. for 
1 4-.. 
-~----t---. f'rac ture . · . 
_ . . .. With rtl_~a!~- ~~--t~!i __ !1nif_~~ st.re._~_)} :r~·s~lt~-- ~QQY~_, __ ·---~ ____ __: __ . . ---~ . ..:.cc~ . . :··----·---· ... -----·· --~-- -· ---- -.: .. _ ------~-·---- ----- -- -
. "•°"'""'. ·:t . 
. . . ,. -- - . . . ... ~- -··· - . . .. . . . . . . . - ' . . 
. 
. " . . 
.. 
I-, -~everal pertinent comments are in order concerning the fa- . 
. ,•~--~~--~· . i tigue cracking conditions and ·the testing temperatures for 
both steels. For the A516 grade ?O steel it should be noted !, 
. . . .• ~ 
. ' . . -" I .-.. - . . .. ;. _0 ___ ·_ -,.. ....... .. .· .. C '· .. ,., ... ,•. . .. .. .... ' ... ' . - ... , .. ,,,,· .. , .. -,., -,=,-:,·,== .. 4('-·--.c=---~·7--·-,.~-,. _, .. -· .. , 
='~-,-~o,,.-,,-=~~-::··-.. :~=----. ~=--=-=,,..that•during 'tl:ie·ra.tigue 'ora.'c,king· of these specimens,. the 
.... i,•• 
... -- !'-, plastic zone size became re_lativel-y large, appro.ximately 
'"""'""'''''···-··•"'" 
. , -- .. (f'·. 
~0% of they rema+ning net section~ The fatigue re~~.l ts E;re 
. ~ I . 
. l ' "-, ___ ~_,-····"" .• ,··'~\\,. . . . . ' ' ............. , ............... ~ .. -" .......................... ,',·. .. ................. ----------· .... ------- . (b<::::s 
~~---snown ··in· Ta.ble a·~- However, despite such large plastic zones,. 
'-~~·0·•·1· •·'-· 
the scatter is no~ great, and the general trends agree with 
those for the A533B steel specimens that had relatively· 
small.plastic zone sizes during f'atigue. Moreover, all the 
... 




study are valid according to ASTM Corwuittee E-24 require-
ments. 
11 \ Concerning the temperatures of testing, Wessel has 
shown that Kie values converge as temperature is lowered. 
This observation suggests that perhaps the trends previous~ 
·ly discussed are somewhat overshadowed by temperature •. 
This behavior would suggest that small differences in Kie 
at low temperatures (-250°~,;-1500F) may be indic.ative of 
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.;• 
-- above} o Thus·, although scatter exists,_ the K1 0 trends· --
observed and previously discussed should not be ignored, 
.p 
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·ties exhibit· scatter but still fit within the sea ttarband: '~ ..... ,.-,----' ,_. ·•,- ·'·, ... . 
V 
_..,, 
for Kio data as seen in Fig. 31. ·,nthen·this·ste-el was: notcb,cc.=-~---:c~c~=--c=~c~.,--, 
, 
. . 
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the toughness improv~d. The result was expected since notch 
ti \"'--v ' . . > 
. - :·:1_ blunting and the creating of favorable residual compressive 
stresses probably took place. The behavior for the strain {. 
-a·ge l cycle indicates a loss of warm prestress benefits.-
Haw·thorne and Loss observed similar behavior as shown in 
Fig. 32. Repeated atr,~ining and aging ·( condition G _ in Fig. 
'" -
24.) or multiple warm proof -stressing, d-id not further de-
. grade the toughness values, but instead improve~ them 
0 slightly above the base properties.. This effect could be 
explained by the raoi that the benefits of warm prestressing' 
may.exist in these speoimene to a slightly greater degree 
since they were strained more than the specimens strained 
(and subsequently aged) on1y·1 cycle. The A516 grade 70 
steel showed slightly more susceptibility to strain aging 
embrittlement than did the A533B steel. For this reason, 
·. repeated straining and aging (condition I 1n Fig. 25) did 
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. "'I 
. n,Ot 1mprove~he toughness leVel back to the base properties, 
as was. oba.erved-' for. the· A533B. steal o 
result inci':tcates that aging causes the toughness to fall 
·- .... ~- t 
· below· the preload level, as previously opse~fiWed in the ·oth~;-____ . 
-· --~-- ,.. ' 
---------------·---
' . . 
spec·i-mens ·s·tra-ined ·and age9-. · The behavior a.lso indicates· . 
· that higher ievels of notch· stra·in increase the benef-.its · .. o-f' 
• • /:J 
i-• .,·. ~ • .'~•· -··'"'·~ ,_.,., r--• 0 • 
fo~ both -pr:oject· steal~.. The behavior observed was ·tnat 
for two'otit of the three cases tested, the toughness .~ell 
J 





'1.ffiis behavior suggests that the benefits 
oflwarm prestressing are destroyed more by a stress relief 
~ 
. treatment than by strain aging embrittlement. However, 
further study should be performed to substantiate th!Jse r . 
stress relief data. 
I··· 
Some comments are in order concerning tlte response to 
warm prestressing observed in this program. Yukawa reports 
that several factors influence the effect of warm prestress--: 
1ng. The follo!! __ !pg factors are of direct significance. to 
· this study: 
.. 
_-J"""-=-




l. Large, thick specimens which have higher 
constraint and, therefore, tend to give 
plane strain conditions. 
2. Prestressing at or exposure to relatively 
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The influence of the ·rirst factor was observed for.both 
~teels v1hen _co~paring the _lo~ver ).evala of notch prestraJ.n · .: _--. 
" 
~~.--"-------"-~· tti-=t~-=~-~tne--h!~-ghe-F~---J;·SVa-1-s-o-·-·.:Tha~~~lJ:>-wer~~le Vftbi----(=:C.Dndit±o1U[~~J~-;~'-F=;~---· --~-,~·-,-~-. ·- :_' -· ~-- .: ·: . 
-- -- ----------- -·----·-
··:-;: 
.. · · G j.n ___ f_~_go 21 _~nd. _.·Q_ond i ~ioJ1s G; H , .. · I in Fago 25) ,vere_ no.tch 
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. ·- . ~ ' . ' - . . . . --,-. . ;·----. 
_
0
~ _Z()ne size :_(app_rox. _10%)" S.S shown in_Table~ 7. This small 
,• 
. . ' 
. c.s .· zon.e ._si·ze is representat·ive of plane strain condit·1ons •. The .- I·....,._-~ 
, J ... 1,,1~-1, l~ l• l, ,I;;,;.,;., ••• ,~, .... ..-, ... ~, .. ,~·~•"'"'"! 
- . ~ ~ 
. 
higher levels {condition I irr Fig. 24 and conditions F ana K · 
in Fig. 25) were notch prestrained at a K·level that corres-
- f ', r · •-_, _; -
•"C-a--ca-··-··=:-,-~~~"-"P0rid0dto·a large plastic zone ·size. (approx.··60%) as alsO 
..... 
• ~ 
.· shown in. Table· 7. · This larger plastic zone · is r'epresenta-
I, 
',r 
. tive of plane stres·s conditions. The results· indicate that · 
. . ,_\ C 
--·······-. ----~-,,---'----· -·-···,-·-·· .. .. . ..... ---- -~--- ···-·- -t?!;J. . --~ ·,····. ... - --~-------------··· .... , .1. .... ···.----··•."· 
-c··· -------------·. 








despite the subsequent aging treatmel'.).t given the specimens 
-an<:! de.spi t.e the low testing temp~rature·s used to obtain 
~-· 
plane strain fracture toughness numbers, the specimens that 
were prestreased in representative plane stress conditions 
"xhibited hiigher toughness than those prestressed in rep-
resentative plane strain conditions. Yukawa reports that 
Sankelbas also noticed this effect and :theorizes that the 
prestressing effect basically depends on producing a local 
\.. <. 
region of plastic deformation. The larger this region is, 
a greater the degree of notch blunting exists, and more 
favorable residual compressive stresses are present. 
The second factor 3ssociated with deoreased·response 
·to warm prestressing was d1acussed·p~~y1o~sly, but addition-
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;j ·-
' J __ . ________________ .. ·- -~ -. ··- - . 
'j ' 
summarized With. Hawthorne and Loss rs data in Fige 32-- TwO 
effects should be ¥toted about the data from this studyo ~ . ' . . ' - -·. . - . 
·. · ____ · ___ :_ __ ~---~-----. ib,~1'he:_ilirta: snow-a loss-:-o:r preat"I'8Ss:tng- -
effect due to long exposure at 6500F. All.· · 
·. but one of the aged specimens. exhibits . 
. lower t9ughness ··than· the unaged speQimens~ 
' ' ' ' ' ,, / ' ..... 
1 · ··· . 2. All. but two of· tlie specimens exhibit 
l----- ~--- --'-----'c-- - ·. - ·• toughmtsJi higher than the prest'.ress level. · 
.I . 
Tb.is behavior suggests that although long thermal exposure 
. ' 
·. · does· degrade the effe.ctiveness of warm prestressing in this 
,. 
J,,. '· • 
. -~ . ' 
- . '. ..... 




steel, its effects are moderate. ·I ···! For A516 gr~de· 70 steel~ · ... ·--=--·-~·-· ~-,---·-.··· .... ·_-·.·· 
V<. ----·-,-~.--=---·· .· .... ·._,:,. .• : .. : __ . ____ _ 
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. with its higher aging sus~eptib~lity; the eff'ects·,raay be 
. ~ . . 
' ' 
... 
.... ....ll .• 
. greater. ·-··------;---:-- . 
\ ' ... 
. The. two sets · ot data;i in F1g. 5~ agr;e fa.ir:t.y closely.·. 
'-~,----·· ·-· -------·-·- -- . - -·--- ·-.... ~.:---.----·---------~--:--\;.:..c. ... -·----------- ---,------·-·-- ... ,--·- ---· --·---·---------·--· -------·--
·----·------------- ,----,· -; ---.-·:- - -t·' -- .. -------,-,.··~----·:.--:--. -~.--·-.:·-.-----~v-.. --eAr---~~:::::-r~~ 
• 
. -~ 
Hawthorne and L0Ss 1 s data exhibits higher levels· of tollgh-
'·:t.~'. ... ·-·· 
'Co ' 
ness, but this is because their prestress level :was higher. 
For the one oa·se · where the Pense and Succop specimens were 
strained to the 63 K8 1 in. level then aged, the results ·,. 
" 
r .;·_-___ i 
correlate well with those of Hawthorne and Loss. 
A summary of' both factors af'fecting the response to 
-;arm prestressing procedures is shown in.Fig. 33 and Table .. 
8. For the Pense and Succop data indicated, the letters 
correspond to the conditions in Fig. 24. 
-In orCer to put this notch prestrain fracture tough-
ness data into perspective both Hawthorne and Loss and 
Yukawa have made pertinent observations about the relation-
ship of strain aging behavior to wa~ prestressing pro-
cedures. Some of these.cautions are noted below: 
... . . 
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. ,. .... .. 37 -
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; r ·(, u,; 
' +1 
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· n n 
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•• I • 
'I --.• 
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. ~,....... . . 
~ ==Pl··-· ="""' I -n··~- . . ~ "--= ~- -L............-..._ ... ...__ 
.... . .._,_ - : 
··-.: - . . 
·'. .,/ .. 
--r-· -:---
.. : .... ·-.-c . ·1 . .,.' 
· lo The actual e~fact of the proof 
stress on thama.terial around tha,notch 
. tip has not beanrfully definedo If the. 
effect is- localized, as"· suggested by -
Brothers-·. and yukai,a, then- o~-- mus-,t. e~plo~_~,;- .. 
.·.··. ~; ____ ,;..=--~tlie-"-r'e's'iil't''"~-o-r ·hav·ing~- a--fatigue crack. grow. 
· (bet\veen proof te~·ts) to outside the a.rsa 
_·. _: -- of benefit, thereby r.es.u·1 ting to:::.: .. the. same 
type. of ve~sel fracture .ba'.t1e.vior as v,ou).d · 
· · , · - • _ 09cur w:lth-·out ·warm pre)s·tre.sa o · 
- - - ·- ----
. . ~ . 
. =---=·--=-.-~.=--=-=-=· .· - .":.~---
.' 
'; . . ··.-,·: ~ 
·-_ · ·- · · 1s-
2. As .noted 'by Brothers and Yukawa if--_--_--:-~--(~··_ - -~·----,-
. the strain around the flS.w becomes too large, . · ····· ···· · · · 
-- localized craQking _ may result o _ This in turn . ·-
redrices the expected benefit of- warm.pre~ 
stre-ssing o · ., 1, • • 
,· .. '· .... ·_· .. '. 3o A 'different stress distribution during ·· -- · - · 
·_-,__c_' C •.• · .• .-.............. c.c. -•~ .. "----~.---,,.-,-.;.~cc=~----c:·--·-·:·.-:__ ,;:. ~~~ : vesse 1 opera ti on from that durtng pre 108.d mlls,t - . •o,• ·d -~<-
also be _considered~ Items such as pipe reaction- .. , 
l_oads at nozzles· and thermal stresses- may give,.. .. _ ·" -·· ··:.::_'--~. ·--.· 
-· rise to a different .stress pattern in· the : . · 
region of the flaw which could alter the . -. · .. ·, · ~-: · ·_. _ ·
·prestress benefit. :~-, 
'. 'c i. '::·:::, - •• -::?" 
. ' 
-r-+-:·. 
-----------'--,----,----------:--·-·--· - - -- --- -• ·--- ... ·-·· - - -- .~., . . . 
_,... ___ ::.:_ ···-··---··--· --;---·-·- --- ·:------
__ 
1
_ _ ___ _ 4. One· cannot be certain that .. a vessel will · 
l ..... 
; . 
' .Ill . 





; i ·.__ be fracture safe below NDT even wli~n_ Q_peratec.i a-t- _________________________ _ 
· ·· ··' ··· - ···· · · ·· less than the warm Pre load pressure. 
•· 
C 
In addition, Yukawa has made recommendations for future 
s tud.ies on warm pres trea sing effects. Before any further 
investigations ·are launched in this area, his recommenda-
tions should be considered. 
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. ~--· CONCLUSIONS· 
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· The results of this .experimental investigation may 
. \ 
. ' ~ ,/ . 
be ·:summarized as follows-~ 
l • ... 
. \ 
.... -:.,.. . 
. . 
... - .: ----- ·------- - __ .. - ···-·. - - ----- - ,---··-· ----- . -·~-;--
,. . ··--- ·-- ·----------------- . -- - ------------- - -- ··. __ : ___ ' .:_-- _· ------- . ____ -._,.._ , . 
. - ..... !.-...-··-··-::· - ···-,;·• ·;:-· --: ·,:.----- ----- ,--·· .... _,,_ -
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,J .. 
-. 1,. Both Charpy impa~·t and tens1ort~test·data 
indicate· that- strain aging embrittlement. 
occurs ·1n A516 grade 70 steel and A533B 
·steel, .but is-more s&vere _for the A516 -~ 
~rade 70 than for the A533B.: · 
. I 
! 
·. : ~ 
., 
. --·•-· .... ,-,·-··- ..... 
~.c: ..-:··- . - .-'------ .-· · ••• ·------~-"--·=-. ==--===· ·=·-=-. ... ~-c : - +~ - Bo th Cha rpy ' imp 8. Ct l:l nd t e nsi On . te st data --~ ··i::::~,- :-:;:;.s:.~~ ;;,,,,..,1,c,,,.,,,. I 
· . . ).ndicate ·that strain aging embr1ttlement: ·. _ : ;,;.' ~ ·' . . .. 
. ·_ ".. ·. ·. 1e more s~vere for the repeated straining - .... 
---· ~-:'~~- _ .·· ana· ag-ing condition than for the single 
,,. . . . i -· 
•. 
. .' ·;:. ,. .. 
' 
-·-·· ··'.;,_ cycle strain age condition. · 
···' 
.. . .... ' 
._______:_-=-···_.;.:_·'-----=-· -·-----:-;---'---~~3....-.--Tpe study of different aging temperatures 
showed that 500°F and 6500F produced 
almost the same response vvhile 4000F pro-
~ - ~duced slightly lesser respo~se·1n tha A518 
.. 
























- ,. :, .. 
. - - - ....... -
.. grade 70 steel and negligible- response in . · 
,.the A533! steel. 
4.-Stress reli~f treatments following strain-· 
ing and aging treatments improved the 
Charpy impact toughness of both. steels. 
5. The fracture toughness data for uniformly 
prestrain steels showed a moderate de-
creasing trend in Kie for spec.imens that 
had been strained and aged. 
6. Both u11ifor1n and notch prestrain _studies 
indicated that st~ess relief treatments 
following straining and aging treatments 
substantially decreased the K1c for bot~ 
steels. - _ 
7. The notch strain investigation showed 
r··that the benefits of warm prestressing 
were degraded by subsequent aging treat-
mentQ For the A533B steel the de~rada-
tion was not signiftcantlv bijlow the base 
~M •• 
" properties. For the A516 rrade 70 steel 
, the degradation was more significant. 
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For both ·steels high levels or notch 
s·trS:in .followed by aging produced Ki~··.·· . ····· .. · ·· 
-~--· · vaiue __ s __ __:.that~_1iver-a.~s--ig11:i~.1~-n-t:l-y~~::n-igfutr--------~: ..... ·,-. ~ 
thin .the base. plate. K1c values. ·· .. The 
,·. 
r . 
K3.,0 values resulting :from the high notch 
strain followed by an aging t~eatment 
were also·signif'icantly higher> than K:t0 values ·resulting from.lower notch strain 
followed by an aging. trea tmen.t~ This 
behavior suggested that the toughness . 
of the ~aterials was improved by increased 
· notch strain more than damaged by aging. 
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SCHEMAT:cc REPRESENTA'.1'IONS OF. 'PROOF TESTING AND WARM: PijESTRESSING 
FIGURE 1 
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.•· C .• ~ ••· " C~~,c~ ~=·1y·~~"~'change •J.n "yield' st~e-ss due t~ 
strain aging 
·MI •.change in U.T.S. -due to strain 
aging 
~~change in eiohgation due to . 
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Stress-strain curve for annealed or normalized low carbon steel 
strained to point A, unloaded, and then restrained immediately (curve a) and after aging (curve b). 
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Notch Prestrained in Tension 
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PRE-STRAIN APPARATUS 
1. Environmental Test Chamber 
2. Dial Gage Extensometer 0 
., 
3. Pinned Chromalo Heating El ment 
4. Potent ometer 
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.FIGURE 8. 
" MILL WITH 60° CUTTER, 
NOTCH ROOT 
RADIUS 0.01 MAX 
FOR ALL SPECIMEN 
SIZES 
0.125 =N 








KNIFE EDGES. STRAIGH!T' 
ANO SQUARE TO FACES 




W =· 2 B 
i 
. . . I 
±0.0_I FOR 8~ t I~~': · l : . 
to.pi toA ei r 1Nc1, ··. -I · 
~~:~~R~E=~:: . : . : ~:; w 0.'45. TO Q.SSW.. Ii... 1 ··· .. 
NOTCH WIDTH N = 0.125" · FOR B ~ I INCH · 1 
(MAXI MU.Ml N • o. 25" FOR B ~ I IMCH I [ . 
*SEE 6.3,,,6.4 AN0·1:1, · l ·:. 
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NOTE:. 
INTEGR~L KN'IFE EDGES, ARE OMIT'1ED 
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•·· FOR I-INCH AND 2~lNCH DEEP SPECIMENS; PROPORTION ACCORDINGLY FOR OTHER SPECIMEN SIZES 
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'y =rttia lSd ~n,e 
Oy=yield str'ffiS 
K = SI e55 intensitv factor ., . 
Thicknes.5 is 2.0'' 
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SLOW BEND TEST APPARATUS 
1. Load Cel 
2. Slow Bend Specimen 
3. Clip G ge 
\ 4. tt C bl ife dg 
5. r 0 d 























Strained 1.25% · No Age 
Strained 1.25% Aged at 650°F 
Strained 1.25% Aged at 500°F 
Strained 1.25% Aged at 400°F 
Strained 1.25% Aged at 650°F 
Strained 1.25% Aged at S00°F 
Strained 1.25% Aged at 650°F 





1 Cycle ' 
l Cycle 
l Cycle ; 
3 Cycle• 
3 Cycles1 
1 Cycle i 














A516 GRADE 70 .A533 c;RADE B 
I 
15 ·FT-t.B TRANSITIO~ 'fEMP °F 
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Base Properties ! ! [: 
Strained' 1.25% ~o Age ==·· 
Strained 1. 251. Aged 
Strained 1. 251 Aged 
Strained l. 251. Aged 
Strained 1.25% Aged 
Strained l.257o Aged 
'• 
Strained 1.25% Aged 
Strained 1.25% Aged 
E 
A516 GRADE 70 
·--' 
at. 650°F 1 Cyc'.le 
I 
' 
at S00°F l eye lE:! 
at 400°F l 
• ! 
Cycle· 
at 650°F 3 Cyc:les ,!j 







1 eye.le Stress Relief ll00°F 





G I ·c: 
A533. GRADE B 
15 MIL TRANSITION·TEMP °F 







A B••• Properties 
I Strained 1.25% 
C Strained 1.25% 
D ·Strained 1.25% 
E Strained 1.25% 
F Strained 1.25% 
G Strained 1.25% 
H Strained 1.025% 
I Stratned 1.25% 
90 
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Strainedrt. 25% No Age 
\ 
.... 
Strained ') 1. 25% Aged at 650°F l Cyc_le 
·Strained 1.25% Aged at 500°F 1 Cycle 
St~ained 1.25% Aged st 400°F 1 Cycle 
Strained 1.25% Aged ii L 650°F 3 Cycles 
Strained 1. 25% ,..: Aged 500°:P 3 Cycles :, at 
I 
Strained 1.25% Aged at 650"P l Cycle 
'l 
!Stress Relief ll00°F. 
.. 
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0 . 2% OFFSET YIEL, 8rREtfGTH KSI 
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D Uniformly. Strained, 1.125%· 'i • ~ged at. ,650°F · 3 Cycles Stress Relief ll00°F .8 ~r·s· · · 
Fatigu~ Cracked After Stress Re.lief 
E Uniformly Stra·ined . 1.25% : Aged a~ 6S,0°F 1 Cycle. Stress Relief l].;00°F 8 Hrs 
Fatigue Cracked Before :Stress Relief F High Notch. Strained . Aged at 6S0°F .. 
1 Cycl~.. . . 
Aged at 650°F G Notch Strained ·1 Cycle 
H Notch Str·ain~d · No Age 
... 
1) 
I Notch Strained. 
.3 Cycles . ' ; .... 
. i Aged at .6SO~F :_ 
J Notch Strained - · · \ Aged at. ·65.0°F 3 Cycles · .Stress ;Relief ll()Oll'F, 12 Hrs. · 
Fatigue Cr.acked Before Stress R•llef · 
K High NotCh Strained ·· . Aged at,650°F 
· 1 Cycle,· 
L · Notch Strained • Aged at 650°f 1 Cycle Stress· Rel!ef 1100.,F . 8 'Hrs . 
Fatigue Cracked Before Stress Relief·.· .. 
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Plot for Fr ctured Surface Type No. 2~ _ This specimen ~a~ 
I I.) follo ed by an a3ing .treat ent of 1000 hours at 
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J'IGURE 29 
FRACTURED SURFACE TYPE NO. 4 ·FRACTURE 
PµNE .9()"0 TO SURFACE OF SPECIMEN. · . 
' . . Laminations observe~ on both fatigued 




F CTURED SURFACE TYPE NO. 5 FRACTURE 
PLANE 90° TO SURFACE OF SPECIMEN. 
Radial f cture lines point to ··Region 1 as 
origin of fracture ·. Linear Load vs. 
Deflection Plot. 
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• Notch Strained 63 KSI ffn": Aged at 
0 for; 500 hrs. 1. cys.1.L 
Notch Strained· 63 KS!~~ No Age 
a Notch Strained 40 KSI ,p;;': No Age 
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for 1000 _hrs. 1 c~ · · 
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550°F 
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~Notch Strained 63 KSI n. Aged at 650°F 
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'.I . Chemical Analysis of the Proj~ct Steels 
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A 516 Grade 70 Steel. 
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A 516 Grade 70 Steel 
a.act ultimate tensile 
offset.yield strength %elollg 
KSI · KSI 
11 48.4 77.l 35.7 
#2 48.4 ·77.0 32.3 
#J 48.4 76.6 32.2 
51.5 78.1 31.0 
I 56.9 80.7 33.5 
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Low Tempers:.ture Tension Test 
A 516 Grade 70 Steel Temperature 
Ultimate tensile %. Kl.orig. % Red. 
strength area 
Ksi 
1.36.6 26.3 23.3 -.320°F 
118.0 35.3 53.6 -250°F 
98.7 39.0 55.7 -150°F 
88.5 37.0 61.s 
-
50°F 
87.l 36.2 61.2 o°F 
76.6 ·35.0 66.6 .+ 70°F 
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A 516 Grade 70 
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. . 85,QOO . . . - . 
" ' ' 
.1:·, -
!rt- 1..---- . 
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11.r15· 2.·030. ' 13.5 , 29.0· 
',. 
20(10 11000 20000 250,000 
. ···---~ 
7000 11000 15000 200,000 
.. 3.500 -~ o.660 · 2.8 
800 2400 4000 · 105,000 
200 1400 26oo 85,000 
--.,--#"I,"-
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·5.000 0.788 12.9 31.2 
ADO 3000 56oo 135,000 
1400 2400 3400 120,000 
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1000 5000 9000 
2200 3600 5000 
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1000 5000 9000 
·2200. 3600 5000 
1000 5000 9000 
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. 2ry ~it ""40y8·' where KAppl. is determined from the max:i.1m1.m load and final oracle length during 
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A. 516 Grade 70 ...... : · •. · 
! 
Test, Approxo 
No~ of' • Tampo Size 
Specimens • F (-ino ) 
Pre strain 
·· k level 
· (ksi "1Ino' } 
' . 
3 . =150°F ·2oOOx4oOOx18oOO 38o0 ·· 
gl50°F· 2o00x4o00x18o00- 38.0 ,, . 3 
1 a=250°F Oc60xlo20x10e00 25o0 
l -=250°F Oo60xlo20x10o00 J8o0 
;/:. 
- --- . 
t :533 Grade B-. 
2· r. . Test, Approx. 
.-,. y ct, 
2 _· r:j _ (% of re~ainin~ 
(ir10) · net se~tion) · 
No.o · of · Tempo Size 
Specimens °F .. ( in O) 
. Pre strain. · · 
It level· 
( ks:i. Vin:) 
Condition >~•.,·, .... 'I 




.204 - ·1005% Notch · strain . -4 . . .· ---1?5°F Oe95x2o00x18o00 40~0- . 
.• oas· 
.1603% age l cycle 2 -150°F lo36x2e00xl8o00 35a0 
.204 37 e8% ·· at 650°F l . .. .;..150°F lo43x2o00xl8o00 3300 
. -- --- ----------·---------. --- - --~.-- --·---~~--~ 
. . 






.... 150°F. 2.00x4.00Y..l8.00 88.0 
-250°F Oe60xlo20xlO.OO · 50.6 
c:,6150°F 2ooox4.oox1s.oo 38.0 
-










56.0% High level 
67.0% notch strain 2 
age 1 cycle 
10.5% Notch strain 
age 1 cycle 
at 650°F 
stress relief 
19.5% Notch strain 1.· 
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01301,.1 ···· .•. 1306% 
el30 10o5% 
e130 10@7% 
' (. ·'4'i;~ 
.553 
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TABLE 8 
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.Reference · Iv.!aterial Test Specimens Remarks 
--. ·· Brothers and Ni~ioll Rotor Steel. N9tched bend and notched: -
Yukawa.· . 85~110 · ks~. YS· -·tensile,_ fatigue cracked 
. Sankey 
p or sharp notches 
•• ,-: I ' ' 
NiMoV Rotor Steel Notched spin burst 
75~100 ksi·Ys: -· .. . 
•· .;r'r" 
. . . 
. --:----c-··. --.'"-.- --··-----.. -- .• -;---:-·-· .. -· 
'·- .a1 _ .. 
,. . ·' . 
. -;,".- j ... 
Wessel $id 
Baudry·· 
~iMoV Rotor Steel Precracked_ plat·e \erisile -
Benson and 
·Watson 
f .. ·1 
MoV Steel· 
- ~ 100 ksi UTS 
. . 





of prestress temp. 
and timeo 
· _--Andrews >- .· ·A-508 Cl. 2 Steel Not·ched pend, £atigue ·. Investigated · effect 
- · 50-70_ ksi YS _________________ cracked_· 
. ··- ~---~---. -----------·-··: _ ___;_··-:-. ~-.. -------------:-----~---- :· . o.&--load-- ·hi-. ·st-o-cy_---.. - ·· ···-----------·-· ----- ----------------------~-~------- ... --··- . J.-
.\~,::.,.:n·,t--d~· ' •. / _ , --~--~--. ... __ . 
-·-·: : .. - - .' 
· Hawthorne · . A-302B · Steel · 
and Loss · 
.Pense.and A-533B Steel 
Succop 
As shown in fig. 
I 
err 
( ; -~'"2i':::,,. 
0-f 




(~~-=- •. - 1) 
1 ·- .. 
where. 
·Notched bend, fatigue 
. cracked 
. . 
. Notched bend, fatigue 
cracked 
' . 
.. . -····-·•, ~~ .. 
•. 




of· theI'Illal aging 
following prestress 
Invest,igated effect 




I 0u · 
<Ff= prestressed fracture strength 
crps = prestress . ... 
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of William and' Gladys Succop,. was born in Pittsburgp, , · .----''""' 
= . 
____ ........... 
. ·. P8nnsylvania on November 1, 1944. ·. Itl 1950 at 5 years and 
' ·-.- '·"' 
, ..... ,L 
' ' ' . 
. 
·, . 
.. • • '. 
. . . • '\ . . 
t'l. 10 months of age h~ began his educatioh in a three room 
school house (equipped·, vJith · ou.thouseff) in Penn To~nship,. 
• J 1" 
But.ler Coun,ty, ·Penn.sylve.nia Cl .. :He continue·d ·hi~ stua.ies in . --·=-_::..'._. 
. __,...~·-"· ~~- .. -.-. ----·---· --· -·-· - ·: . .•• ···< 
"- :, 
· .. ,-'.:-· -~-,~-----~-----~~,~~~-" ·:···:"the Penn Township School Sys tern, through the · seventh grade •v. \ .. . . ·. . " ~ . • 
- '· 
. 
. . • 
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\ le\Tel·, and in. the fail of 1957 ·he entered .shady Side 
.... . . 
· . ----.--~~·A-cadem_y- -1~-iPi t ts~urgh, Pennsyl v:an_ia •.. ;~ft.er. gr~~11at.1ng __ fro_m __ ~-~. ~--' . ~ , 
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Shady Side in 1962,· he enrolled.at Lehigh University, . I . 
, .. 
' . ,. 
·Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in the five-year curriculum of 
·. ---·:.Arts and Engineering. , While at Lehigh ... ,as an undergraduate ... ' 
,.J 
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"• I • 
. I 
. ~ he p~rticipated. in t-he inter'oollegiate sports of X-country 
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-twice won the John Wo Maxwell Cross Countr~ Cup for the 
most valuable runner on the team and earned a total of six 
varsity letters in both sports. In 1966 he graduated with 
a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Applied Soiehce, and in 1967 
: he finished the five-year program and received a Bachelor 
. of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering. 
In the fall of 1967, he was admitted to the Graduate 
. 
-·-· ---~t. -- -· -- . --
' . . 
',, 
• , I ~ • 
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School of Lehigh University to study for a Mastera Degree 0 
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